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Introduction

2020 may be remembered as the 
year that changed everything. 

From a global pandemic to waves of social change, 2020 was 
a year that challenged long-held assumptions and caused 
many firms to reexamine every aspect of their business. It is 
truly an Age of Uncertainty. 

Some firms have thrived beyond their wildest expectations, 
while others have struggled to survive. This year’s study 
provides an in-depth look at the major trends impacting 
professional services. It also explores how these trends have 
played out in each of six industry segments. 

But perhaps most insightful of all is our in-depth look at the 
firms that grew the fastest and were the most profitable. This 
high growth analysis explores the specific strategies and 
techniques that have worked for the most successful firms in 
each of the professional services industry segments. 

In this executive summary, we look across all professional 
services segments to identify major trends and highlight 
important industry differences. We also identify key 
implications for your firm and show you how to access a full 
report for your industry. 

Let’s start by reviewing the background on the most in-depth 
and authoritative study of its kind.
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The sample was large and diverse.
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More than a decade ago, Hinge set out on a 
mission to understand what drives 
extraordinary growth in professional services. 
This year's study is the largest and most 
comprehensive to date.

1,293 firms participated 

$270 billion combined revenue 

Almost 1 million employees

AT A GLANCE

Firm Size Based on 2020 Revenue
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Government contracting was well represented.

9

Many professional services firms also provide 
services to governmental entities. About one in 
ten firms (9%) earn 50% or more of their 
revenue from government sources. 

The proportion of firms specializing in 
government contracting (representing 50% or 
more of their business by revenue) varies by 
industry. It is most prevalent in the 
Architecture, Engineering & Construction and 
Technology & Software segments. It is least 
prevalent in the Legal segment.

Firms Doing Over 50% Government Contracting (by Industry)
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Purchase the Study for Your Industry

Dozens of illuminating industry specific charts and tables 

Insights into how your industry is changing 

How to interpret the data—and how to use it to grow your firm 

How marketing trends have changed over time 

And much, much more!

PURCHASE YOUR INDUSTRY REPORT

This executive summary includes data from all professional services industries. 
To get detailed information about high growth firms in your industry, be sure to 
purchase the relevant breakout study. Get critical insights into the marketplace—
and practical, actionable advice you can start using today.  

Here are just some of the things you will get:

This is the only resource where you will find this valuable information.  
Download your copy today!

Architecture, Engineering  
& Construction

Consulting Accounting & 
Financial Services

Technology &  
Software

Government  
Contracting

Legal
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Unpredictability in the marketplace is the top business challenge facing 
professional services firms today.

In a year of challenges, firms report a 25% increase in 
concern around unpredictability in the marketplace. 
Not surprisingly, concerns around managing a remote 
workforce also increased sharply. 

Concerns about increased regulation, automation, and 
artificial intelligence also intensified, although at a 
lower level than marketplace unpredictability. 

In addition to increased regulation, increased 
compensation costs and a decrease in demand for 
certain services set up a scenario that could pose a 
significant risk to profitability. 

To see the complete list of concerns for your audience, 
check out your industry’s full report.
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Which of the Following Business Challenges Do You Expect Your 
Organization to Face Over the Next 3–5 Years?

Unpredictability in the  
marketplace

Managing a remote 
workforce

Automation/ 
artificial intelligence

Increased regulation

Increases in 
compensation costs

A decrease in the demand 
for your services

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

14.6%

18.9%

14.4%

28.4%

26.8%

37.2%

18.6%

22.6%

23.4%

34.0%

34.8%

46.5%

2020 2019
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Research on target audiences surged in 2020. More firms are conducting research, 
and they are doing it more frequently.

How do you cope with an unpredictable marketplace? 
For half of firms it seems that research is at least part 
of the answer. Firms that conduct research on their 
target audiences surged by an astounding 57% in 
2020. 

Further, the research also became more frequent. The 
proportion of firms doing research at least quarterly 
jumped from 43.8% to 67.5%. That represents a 54% 
increase in just one year.  

Clearly, firms are intensifying their efforts to 
understand this turbulent marketplace. But does it 
work? The High Growth Analysis section later in this 
report will answer that question.
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Does Your Organization Conduct Research on Its Target Audience?

Yes
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How Frequently Does Your Organization Conduct Research?
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Marketing budgets swell as firms adapt to an unpredictable marketplace.

Faced with an uncertain and rapidly evolving marketplace, firms are 
increasing their marketing budgets. On average, reported budgets 
have jumped an amazing 88%. 

While there has been some evidence in recent studies that marketing 
budgets were moving up, this jump is notable. For many firms, their 
go-to marketing plays have been heavily centered on face-to-face 
networking and conferences. That model has been disrupted, causing 
many firms to rethink their entire strategy. 

Of course, there are big differences between professional services 
industries in their levels of marketing spend. Firm size is also 
important—smaller organizations tend to spend a higher proportion of 
their revenue on marketing and business development.
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PUT THE DATA TO WORK

When benchmarking your marketing spend against other firms it is 
important to take into account known differences in spending 
patterns, especially industry and firm size. Benchmarks for different 
industries and firm sizes are available in the full industry reports.
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Digital leads showed a dramatic acceleration.

The proportion of new business leads generated from 
digital sources (e.g., website, email, social media, 
digital advertising) surged by 18% in just the last year. 
These non-traditional sources now represent almost 
four out of ten new opportunities. 

While digital engagement has been trending up for 
years, the pandemic has accelerated digital adoption to 
compensate for decreased face-to-face interaction. 

The High Growth Analysis later in this report will give 
us practical insight into how firms can accelerate their 
digital lead generation. And there are some very good 
reasons to accelerate digital leads. 

The chart at left shows that increased digital leads are 
associated with higher profitability. In the High Growth 
Analysis below we will see how it is associated with 
higher growth, as well.
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Proportion of Leads from Digital Sources
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Technology & Software was the fastest growing industry in a surprisingly strong 
growth year.

While many firms suffered, others thrived in what 
turned out to be a surprisingly strong year.  

At first, most firms responded to the pandemic with 
caution, pulling back and cutting expenses. But many 
firms found strong demand for at least a portion of 
their services and enjoyed very strong growth in spite 
of the market uncertainty. 

The growth rate chart on the bottom left shows how 
the different industries sort into High Growth, Average 
Growth and No Growth firms. For example, Consulting 
has a respectable number of High Growth firms. 
However, it also has the largest proportion on No 
Growth firms (see lower chart), making it one of the 
slowest growing professional services industries. 

In short, this has been a year of winners and losers at 
the firm level in the growth game. Let's look at 
profitability next.
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Profitability is strong across professional services, with Legal taking the  
top spot.

As with growth, profitability is surprisingly strong given 
the market uncertainty. 

It seems that most firms either had a very good year or 
were severely impacted by its challenges. 

One way to see this is by looking at the profitability 
categories. In each industry a varying proportion of 
firms did very well, while others suffered.  

Similar to growth, firms tended to sort themselves into 
winners and losers in the quest for profitability.
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Research decreases uncertainty and reduces risk,  but some industries are 
falling behind.

The use of formal research surged this year, and it 
makes sense. Well conducted research reduces risk in 
multiple ways. For example, you can understand 
shifting client priorities and better target your 
marketing and BD efforts. 

While several industries have adopted regular research 
into their processes, this is not generally true in both 
the Accounting & Financial Services and Consulting 
industries. 

In these two industries in particular, research may be 
an opportunity to uncover hidden opportunities, 
accelerate growth, and reduce risk.
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Firms that Conduct Formal, Structured Research on Their Target Audience
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Government contractors are the leaders in the race to generate digital leads. 
Other industries are lagging.

Digital lead generation surged this year, but not all 
professional services industries shared equally in this 
bounty. 

Government Contracting and Technology & Software 
generate the largest proportion of leads from digital 
sources. Accounting & Financial Services has the 
smallest. 

When we examine the High Growth firms later in this 
report we will get a greater appreciation for what the 
most successful firms are doing differently to generate 
digital leads. 

Next, let’s turn our attention to how the global 
pandemic has impacted the professional services. 

To see specific data on your industry, check out your 
industry’s full report.
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Portion of Leads Generated from Digital Sources
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The impact of COVID-19 has been felt across all professional services, but it 
differs greatly from one industry to another.

The Architecture, Engineering & Construction industry 
was hit the hardest, with almost two-thirds of firms 
experiencing a negative impact and only 16.5% 
benefiting from the pandemic. 

The story was quite different for Technology & 
Software firms, with 37% positively impacted and less 
than 43% negatively impacted.
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Impact of COVID-19 by Industry
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Which business processes are most impacted by COVID-19? Business 
development takes the biggest hit.

Of all business processes, business development and 
sales are the most challenging during the pandemic. 

Client communications, product delivery, and people 
management are also significantly more difficult than 
before. Internal communications, the least impacted 
functional area, are still much harder than they were 
before the pandemic. 

The impact of COVID-19 on revenue, profitability, 
employment, competition, and marketing is described 
in the individual full industry reports.
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Business Processes Made More Difficult by COVID-19
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COVID-19 has accelerated the adoption of digital marketing strategies.

Not surprisingly, many firms have accelerated their 
adoption of digital marketing techniques since the 
onset of COVID-19. Over 41% have increased their 
networking on social media, while about one in four are 
using social media to promote thought leadership. 

Email marketing and phone based nurturing have also 
seen major increases.  

Over 20% of firms are investing more in digital 
advertising.
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Marketing Techniques, Invested in More Since the Onset of 
COVID-19
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COVID-19 has changed the calculus on remote work.

The ability and desire to work remotely has long been 
an important topic for professional services firms. The 
COVID-19 pandemic has caused a number of firms to 
reconsider their use of office space. 

While many firms plan to continue as before, over 
30% will introduce the option for part-time remote 
work. A similar number will either downsize (13.1%) or 
go fully remote (15.0%).
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COVID-19’s Impact on Office Space 
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While COVID-19 has taken a steep financial toll on some firms, it has been good 
for others.

Competition increased almost twice as often as it 
decreased, yet more firms reduced their marketing 
spend than increased it. 

About twice as many firms decreased employment as 
increased it. 

Top-line revenue decreased almost twice as often as it 
increased. Belts were tightened as bottom-line profit 
also took a hit, but by a smaller amount.
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Impact of COVID-19
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High Growth firms are surging in top-line revenue while the No Growth  
group languishes.

High Growth firms are defined as having a compound 
annual growth rate of 20% or greater over a three-year 
assessment period. About one in four firms in our 
sample earned that distinction. 

High Growth firms had a median growth rate of 31%. 

Average Growth firms expanded at a median rate of 
11.5%. No Growth firms languished at a median growth 
rate of –1%.
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High Growth firms are also much more likely to be highly profitable.

Not only do High Growth firms grow faster, they also 
tend to be highly profitable. Put another way, growth 
does not  have to come at the expense of profitability. 

No growth firms are almost three times more likely to 
be in the low profitability category. 

When it comes to the High Profit category (25% or 
greater profit), High Growth firms are over 70% more 
likely to bring it to the bottom line.
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High Growth firm come in all sizes, but there are some sweet spots.

High Growth firms can be found in every size range, 
just as they are in every industry. 

One common assumption is that smaller firms would 
have a natural advantage when it comes to high 
growth. As it turns out, that is simply not true. In fact, 
mid-sized firms have an advantage when it come to 
rapid growth.  

However, there are ample examples of accelerated 
growth in every size category.
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High Growth firms focus on a different set of business challenges when forming 
their strategy.

The No Growth firms are focused on addressing a 
range of common business challenges, such as 
unpredictability in the marketplace, changing buyer 
behavior, and downward pressure on prices and 
demand for their services. 

High Growth firms are more focused on other issues. 
Their top concerns include the emergence of new 
competitors, the need for new skillsets, and the rise of 
automation and AI. 

How do High Growth firms address the concerns 
around unpredictability and a changing marketplace? 
That’s what we investigate next.
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High Growth firms reduce risk and uncertainty by conducting more research on 
their target audiences.

High Growth firms are almost three times more likely to conduct 
research on their target audiences than No Growth firms. 

They are also more likely to do the research more frequently than 
their slow growing peers. 

This greater level of timely insight seems to give them more certainty 
in a rapidly changing and unstable marketplace.
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PUT THE DATA TO WORK

The cure for unpredictability in the marketplace is to conduct 
frequent research on your target audiences, such as potential clients 
or referral sources. The first step is to use resources already 
available, including high-quality third-party research. (If you target 
professional services, for instance, Hinge offers studies of key 
industries. Many trade associations, too, have relevant research.) 
But to get the most comprehensive understanding of your audience, 
consider conducting a customized study of your own.
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High Growth firms have more mature automation strategies across multiple 
business processes.

High Growth firms gain further leverage from their more sophisticated 
approach to technology and automation.  

We investigated three domains of automation: general business 
software, core business processes automation, and marketing and 
sales automation. 

Firms were compared on a six-point automation maturity scale (below 
left). The top two levels (4 and 5) are considered highly automated. 
The accompanying chart shows that High Growth firms are more 
sophisticated or mature in their approaches to all three domains. 

Compared to No Growth firms, High Growth firms are about 31% 
more likely to rank 4 or 5 in general business software automation, 
61% more likely in core business processes automation, and 58% 
more likely in marketing and sales automation.
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PUT THE DATA TO WORK

Firms with a more mature approach to automation have a real 
advantage. Automation allows them to better leverage their 
expertise and make their highly compensated talent more 
productive. Remember that High Growth firms are also more 
profitable, so the case is a strong one.
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0 - No Automation No automation is used for this process.

1 - Ad Hoc Most processes are performed manually. No overall automation strategy or budget. Individual 
initiatives only.

2 - Opportunistic Reactive to specific problems as they arise. Limited planning and budgeting. Typically done at a 
department level.

3 - Systematic Proactive approach using specific metrics and targets. Specific strategy and goals. Normally 
conducted at the program level (multiple departments).

4 - Institutionalized Automated processes are a way of life. Accepted and widely used throughout the firm. Formal 
strategy goals and budgets.

5 - Optimized Highest level of automation. Technology automatically adapts and optimizes to changing 
business needs. Strategy is built around this technology.
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Mergers and acquisitions play an important but limited role in High Growth firms.

High Growth firms are almost twice as likely than their 
No Growth peers to be involved in mergers or 
acquisitions (M&A). 

They are also four times more likely to be heavily 
involved, with 50% or more of their growth coming 
from M&A activity. 

However, the overall impact of M&A is not as 
extensive as one might assume. Only 8% of High 
Growth firms get the majority of their growth from 
mergers.  

Further, less than 20% of all the growth can be 
attributed to mergers or acquisitions. Over 80% of 
growth is organic.
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Where are High Growth firms focused next? Remote work, technology, and 
process improvement hold center stage.

High Growth firms are very successful today, but where are they 
looking to take the next step forward? Three key areas have emerged 
as trends to research and learn more about. 

The first is remote work. This is likely to remain an important 
consideration for talent acquisition and management. 

The second is a cluster of technologies relevant to both marketing 
and service delivery. This is also consistent with High Growth firms 
having more mature levels of automation. 

Third, workflow and process improvement is an important area of 
future focus.
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PUT THE DATA TO WORK

To enjoy sustainable growth, firms must attend to three interlocking 
domains: your people, the processes and tools used to do your work, 
and a steady flow of new target clients. High Growth firms are 
clearly attending to all three areas and reaping the rewards. No 
Growth firms are focused on the problems of the day, while High 
Growth firms are anticipating and preparing for the next problem.

Trends and Topics to Learn More About in the Coming Year

Remote work

Big data & analytics

Artificial intelligence

Workflow & process 
automation

Internet of things (IoT)

Virtual/augmented reality

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

10.9%

18.7%

28.0%

23.3%

29.5%

31.6%

14.3%

25.0%

33.9%

34.4%

37.5%

37.5%

High Growth
No Growth
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https://info.deltek.com/vantagepoint-consulting-success-video?sourceid=61&utm_source=Download&utm_medium=in-report-link&utm_campaign=Consulting-NA-Hinge-High-Growth&partnerref=in-report-link_Download_Consulting-NA-Hinge-High-Growth
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In a major shift, High Growth firms are making bigger investments in their 
marketing.

Historically, High Growth firms have invested in marketing at about 
the same rate as their slower growing peers. In the last couple of 
years, there have been signs that High Growth firms were upping 
their marketing spend. 

This year the difference was dramatic and clear. High Growth firms’ 
median spending on marketing was double (20% vs. 10% of gross 
revenue) that of their No Growth peers. 

How do the High Growth firms invest their marketing budgets to 
drive growth and profitability? We find out next.
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Median

High Growth 20.00

No Growth 10.00

PUT THE DATA TO WORK

It is instructive to observe that even with this elevated level of 
spending the High Growth firms were still more profitable than their 
No Growth competitors. The takeaway? Consider increasing your 
firm's investment in marketing.

Marketing Budget (% of firm revenue)
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High Growth firms use a greater level of marketing/sales automation.

Part of High Growth firms’ extra marketing investment goes to marketing and 
sales automation. And it is an investment that produces results. 

We compared firms on a six-point marketing/sales automation maturity scale. 
The top two levels (4 and 5) are considered most highly automated. 

High Growth firms are much more likely (26.2% vs. 16.6%) to have a highly 
mature marketing and sales automation strategy in place. No Growth firms are 
much more likely to have little or no automation strategy and few tools at their 
disposal. 

The lower chart shows that the higher the level of marketing and sales 
automation, the greater the proportion of digital leads generated. It comes as 
no surprise then that marketing technology and automation is the number 
three marketing priority for High Growth firms.
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PUT THE DATA TO WORK

Marketing and sales automation are great tools to leverage scarce 
resources and accelerate digital lead generation. But simply owning 
the tools is not enough. They must be deployed in a way that allows 
them to be effective. Automating a flawed strategy seldom helps.

Firms with High Levels of Marketing/Sales Automation

High level (4/5) automation

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

16.6%
26.2% High Growth

No Growth

Percent of Leads from Digital Sources by Level of Marketing/
Sales Automation Maturity

High Level (4/5) automation

Mid Level (2/3) automation

Low Level (0/1) automation

0% 15% 30% 45% 60%

30.6%

42.4%

46.6%

See the Maturity Scale in the Appendix.
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High Growth firms also use marketing techniques more intensively.

These are the top marketing techniques used by the 
fastest growing firms, compared to their No Growth 
peers.  

Note that in most instances High Growth firms are 
more likely to employ the technique. In fact, High 
Growth firms use about 20% more marketing 
techniques than their slow growth peers. 

When High Growth firms do use a technique, they 
tend to invest more time and money into it (about 12% 
more). 

This more intensive marketing effort, guided by 
research-driven insights and strategies, is clearly 
associated with greater success.  

Are there other key differences? We find out next.
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Top Marketing Techniques Currently Used by Firms

Networking on social media

Email marketing campaigns

Publishing written blog posts 
on your website

Networking at targeted conferences, 
trade shows, and events

Promoting thought leadership 
on social media

Speaking at targeted 
conferences or events

0% 15% 30% 45% 60%

33.5%

29.3%

34.0%

33.0%

39.8%

46.6%

34.5%

36.8%

39.0%

39.0%

48.9%

52.5%

High Growth
No Growth
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High Growth firms have access to more highly skilled talent than their No Growth 
competitors.

Do greater skill levels help you get a greater impact from your 
marketing efforts? 

The results show that High Growth firms tend to have access to more 
skilled individuals than do No Growth firms. 

In each of these critical skillsets the High Growth firms enjoy an 
advantage. 

But what is the overall impact of these differences in marketing 
approaches? Let’s find out.
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PUT THE DATA TO WORK

Invest in the talent you need. Better skillsets produce better results. 
Hiring and training your existing team are obvious options. Also 
consider accessing talent by outsourcing some tasks or contracting 
with specialists who have marketing chops and know your industry.

Marketing Function Skill Ratings

Project management

Simplifying complex concepts

Face-to-face networking

Strategy development

Research

Social media

Outreach/public relations

Data analytics

Search engine  
optimization (SEO)

Average Rating (0-10)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

5.1

5.3

5.4

5.3

5.5

6.3

6.5

6.3

6.7

6.3

6.5

6.5

6.6

6.9

7.2

7.3

7.3

7.4

High Growth
No Growth
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High Growth firms are more likely to get greater impact from the marketing 
techniques they do employ.

The accompanying chart shows the Top 10 most 
impactful marketing techniques used by the High 
Growth firms. 

When comparing the impact High Growth and No 
Growth firms receive from the same marketing 
techniques the difference is apparent. In each instance, 
the High Growth firms enjoy more impact from the 
technique. 

Next, we investigate how these insights and marketing 
impacts translate into new business.
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Top Marketing Techniques Based on Impact

Providing assessments 
and/or consultations

Podcasts, radio, or 
other audio formats

Digital ads

Video blogging

Marketing video

Public relations (earned media)

Networking at targeted 
conferences/events

Keyword research/search 
engine optimization

Networking on social media

Nurturing prospects through 
phone calls

Average Rating (0-10)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

6.4

6.2

5.7

5.5

6.4

5.6

5.3

6.3

5.8

7.2

6.9

6.9

6.9

7.0

7.0

7.1

7.2

7.2

7.2

7.4

High Growth
No Growth
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High Growth firms excel at generating digital leads, the key to growth and 
profitability in this digitally dominated marketplace.

High Growth firms generate almost half of their leads 
(46.1%) from digital sources. This is substantially more 
digital leads than their No Growth peers. 

The average proportion of online leads across all 
growth categories is 39.6%. At over 46%, digital lead 
generation is clearly a signature strength of High 
Growth firms. 

In this new turbulent marketplace, High Growth firms 
have found ways to succeed. They use research to 
reduce unpredictability and risk. They have selected 
and skillfully applied relevant marketing techniques. 
And they leverage their resources with sophisticated 
automation.  

The result? They are leaders in the field of digitally 
driven growth.
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Proportion of Leads from Digital Sources
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34.9%
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High impact techniques for the time-crunched marketer

Many professional services executives are strapped for 
time. To address this challenge we identified a small 
group of marketing techniques that provide 
exceptionally strong impact for the level of time and 
effort they take to implement. 

To identify these techniques we subtracted the effort 
required from the impact realized. Think of them as 
high impact for the effort invested. 

While not all techniques apply to every audience, the 
resulting list gives you some shortcuts to success.
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High Impact, Low Investment Marketing Techniques

Publishing guest blogs on 
external publications

Podcasts, radio, or 
other audio formats

Nurturing prospects through 
phone calls

Video blogging

Conducting and publishing 
original research

Providing assessments 
and/or consultations

Public relations (earned media)

Avg. Impact (0-10) minus Avg. Investment (0-10)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0.32

0.39

0.43

0.46

0.53

0.53

0.64

High Growth
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High Growth firms have experienced much less of a negative impact from 
COVID-19.

High Growth firms are more likely to have experienced 
either no impact (20.9% vs. 11.7%) or a positive 
impact (36.3% vs.12.8%) than the No Growth peer 
group. 

They are also much less likely (42.8% vs. 75.5%) to 
have experienced a negative impact. 

Of course, their ability to better weather COVID-19 
does not fully explain High Growth firms’ success. 
Almost 43% of them did experience a negative impact
—yet still managed to enjoy exceptional growth. 

How did these firms adjust to maintain their growth 
and profitability? We’ll find out next.
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Overall Impact of COVID-19 by Growth Category
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High Growth firms have thrived by increasing their marketing spend and focusing 
more on digital strategies.

While almost half (48.9%) of No Growth firms decreased their 
marketing budgets, High Growth firms did the opposite and tended to 
increase their marketing budgets. This is consistent with the overall 
increase in High Growth marketing spend documented above. 

They also spent that increased investment differently. As the lower-
left chart indicates, they tended to spend more on digital techniques. 
This makes perfect sense in a world where face-to-face interaction is 
limited, and it is consistent with their high level of digital lead 
generation. 

They also invested more in marketing partnerships with other 
organizations—allowing them to expand their reach and use their 
marketing partners’ existing business relationships as “trust 
multipliers”.
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PUT THE DATA TO WORK

The best time to invest is when your competitors are pulling back. 
The High Growth firms gained an edge when they invested in digital 
marketing as their competitors pulled back or froze in place. Also 
consider marketing partners, including other organizations with 
similar target audiences, that can expand your marketing reach and 
bring trust and credibility to your joint marketing efforts.

Marketing Techniques Firms Invested in Most Since the Onset of 
COVID-19

Networking on social media

Email marketing campaigns

Promoting thought leadership 
on social media

Marketing video

Marketing partnerships with 
other organizations

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

12.0%

17.5%

25.1%

33.3%

38.8%

23.8%

25.7%

31.1%

37.9%

45.1%

High Growth No Growth

COVID-19 Marketing Spend

0%

25%

50%

Decreased No Change Increased

20.7%
30.3%

48.9%
36.4%33.2%30.4%

Q: Which of the following marketing techniques, if any, has your firm committed substantially more time/resources to since the onset of 
COVID-19? (select all that apply)
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What these results mean for you.
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All Competition is Now Global 
Professional services have long been considered inherently 
local in nature. No more. Almost every firm has learned that 
business can be developed, clients can be serviced, and talent 
managed remotely. In a digital world, local is entirely optional. 

Our research on professional services buyers shows that 
buyers are increasingly looking for providers that already know 
their industry and have the expertise to address their specific 
business issue. This opens you up to a new world of 
competitors and provides far greater opportunities. 

Research Reduces Risk 
Firms that do research on their target audience grow faster and 
are more profitable. Why? The answer is pretty simple. In a 
world marked by unpredictability and rapidly changing buyer 
behavior, research gives you the insight to connect with your 
prospects’ key issues and evolving concerns. Think of it as 
accelerating the learning curve. Regular research reduces risk.  

There is also a second advantage. As it turns out, sharing the 
results of your research turns out to be a great way to attract 
potential clients and demonstrate your expertise. It shows that 
you understand your client’s industry and the issues they face. 
No wonder research has become so popular so quickly. 

It's Time to Go Digital 
The data have been accumulating for over a decade. Digital 
marketing has become a mainstay of modern professional 
services marketing. In fact, digital marketing—and spending on 
marketing technology—is accelerating at an astonishing pace. 

But going digital is not just about marketing. Greater 
automation maturity in other core business processes is also a 
key characteristic of High Growth firms and is associated with 
greater profitability. 

If your firm has been a digital laggard, it is time to embrace 
modern marketing, even if only for defensive purposes. A firm 
with a weak digital strategy could easily find itself in the No 
Growth column.

https://hingemarketing.com/library/article/inside-the-buyers-brain-third-edition-executive-summary
https://hingemarketing.com/library/article/research-as-content-a-guide-for-b2b-marketers
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What these results mean for you. (continued)
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You Can Win in Any Industry 
The research clearly shows that high growth and high 
profitability are a viable option in any professional services 
industry and for any size firm. Slow growth is a choice you 
make by ignoring data on what works, failing to research your 
target audience, or pretending that what worked a decade ago 
is still effective. 

Demonstrate Your Relevance and Expertise 
Marketing and business development in a virtual world are 
new experiences for many folks. Yet some firms have been 
doing just that for years. What they have learned is that 
buyers are looking for firms that understand their industry and 
business issues and have the expertise to solve their problem. 

So how do you make your insight and expertise visible in a 
virtual world? The answer is by using the very techniques that 
the High Growth firms use. From writing to presenting to 
networking, firms have found effective ways to express and 

promote their competitive advantage. We know this from the 
research, as well as from our own personal experience. 
Making your expertise visible works. 

Managing a New Workplace 
Will the workplace ever be the same again? Probably not. The 
trend to remote work and all that entails did not start this year. 
But it certainly has accelerated and introduced the concept to 
firms that never considered it before. 

Just as digital marketing and business development has 
changed the way we attract new clients, it has had a parallel 
effect on the way we will recruit and manage professionals in 
the future. The best talent is likely to demand a flexible, 
remote (or part remote) work environment. 

https://hingemarketing.com/library/article/inside-the-buyers-brain-third-edition-executive-summary
https://hingemarketing.com/library/article/inside-the-buyers-brain-third-edition-executive-summary
https://hingemarketing.com/library/article/employer-branding-study-second-edition-executive-summary
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What these results mean for you. (continued)
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Doing it Right Makes a Difference 
Focus, effort, and talent matter. Marketing professional 
services has become a more complex task that requires 
focused effort, true insight, and the right skillsets. Buying the 
tool is pointless unless you are using it correctly. Faithfully 
executing a flawed strategy does not help you grow faster. 

The data clearly show that High Growth firms devote more 
resources to marketing, research their target audiences more 
frequently, and bring higher skill levels to the party. Their 
reward for this increased investment? Faster growth and 
greater profits. 

It’s a step you may want to consider. 
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Purchase the Study for Your Industry

Dozens of illuminating industry specific charts and tables 

Insights into how your industry is changing 

How to interpret the data—and how to use it to grow your firm 

How marketing trends have changed over time 

And much, much more!

PURCHASE YOUR INDUSTRY REPORT

This executive summary includes data from all professional services industries. 
To get detailed information about high growth firms in your industry, be sure to 
purchase the relevant breakout study. Get critical insights into the marketplace—
and practical, actionable advice you can start using today.  

Here are just some of the things you will get:

This is the only resource where you will find this valuable information.  
Download your copy today!

Architecture, Engineering  
& Construction

Consulting Accounting & 
Financial Services

Technology &  
Software

Government  
Contracting

Legal

https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
https://hingemarketing.com/landing-pages/high-growth-study-2021-purchase
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About Hinge

Hinge is the leading research-based branding and 
marketing firm for professional services.  
 
Our ongoing research into over 30,000 professional 
services firms and buyers of their services is changing 
the way firms go to market. 

www.hingemarketing.com 

Hinge is made up of three divisions: 
 
Hinge Marketing, our consulting arm, helps businesses build 
gorgeous visual brands, deliver powerful marketing programs, 
and achieve exceptional growth. 
 
Hinge Research Institute, our research arm, studies the 
professional services industry and equips organizations that 
want to reach and engage this audience with compelling 
research-based content.  
 
Hinge University, our online learning platform, teaches high-
growth, high-visibility strategies and techniques to marketers, 
business developers, and professionals across the globe. 
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http://www.hingemarketing.com
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About the Hinge Research Institute

The Hinge Research Institute, a division of Hinge, has a two-part mission: 

1.  To study high-growth professional services firms and their clients. We collect data and 
analyze marketplace trends to discover why some firms grow much faster than average and reap 
greater profits. We share this knowledge so that every professional services firm can prosper.  

2.  To help organizations engage their professional services audience. We do this in a variety 
of ways, such as: 

Creating custom research:  Commission a piece of research once and repurpose it many 
times in blogs, webinars, articles, social media posts, and more. 

Licensing existing research:  License our existing research in the form of studies, books, and 
guides—at a fraction of the price of custom research. 

Co-brand a webinar:  Co-present a webinar with one of our research analysts and reach 
Hinge’s database of over 60,000 professionals. Get engagement like never before.
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We invite you to explore our full library of 
research reports, books, and other publications 
at: www.hingemarketing.com/library 

For more information about the Hinge  
Research Institute, please contact:  

Kelly J. Waffle 
Managing Director of Hinge Research Institute 
kwaffle@hingemarketing.com  
703-391-8870 

http://www.hingemarketing.com/library
mailto:kwaffle@hingemarketing.com
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Appendix - Marketing Technique Descriptions
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Branded Marketing Collateral Marketing materials, imprinted with a firm’s logo, that support 
business development (e.g., brochures, sales sheets, giveaways).

Case Studies Written or video descriptions of a client engagement that explain 
how the firm solved a problem or produced a positive result.

Cold Call Campaigns Initiatives in which firms, or subcontracted agencies, call potential 
clients to promote or sell a product or service.

Conducting and Publishing 
Primary Research

Producing primary research on topics of interest to a firm’s target 
audience that can be sold or made available as free premium content.

Digital Product/Service 
Demonstrations

Presentations, often conducted online, that demonstrate key features 
and benefits of a specific product or service.

Digital Ads (Pay-Per-Click,  
Banner Ads, etc.)

Electronic advertisements, either text-based or graphical, that 
promote a product or service online.

Downloadable,  
Gated Content

High-value, premium content (e.g., guides, ebooks, white papers) 
that can be obtained on a website in exchange for a small amount of 
personal information.

Email Marketing Campaigns Marketing initiatives that use email to deliver educational content, 
marketing messages, or promotions to prospective clients.

Interviewing on Podcasts  
or Radio

Using third-party podcasts or radio programs to build an expert’s 
visibility and share thought leadership.

Keyword Research/ 
Search Engine Optimization

Techniques that optimize web pages to improve search engine 
rankings and attract new web visitors.

Marketing Partnerships with 
Other Organizations

Mutually beneficial marketing relationships between a firm and 
another organization (e.g., co-branded educational events).

Marketing Video Professional quality digital films that promote various aspects of a 
firm (e.g., overviews, testimonials, speaking videos, etc.).

Networking at Targeted 
Conferences, Trade Shows  

and Events

Attending specific conferences, trade shows, or other networking 
events to build visibility and establish personal connections with 
prospective clients.

Networking on Social Media Connecting and engaging with a target audience on social networking 
platforms.

Nurturing Prospects Through 
Phone Calls

Using phone calls to expand nascent relationships with prospective 
clients.

Presenting in Webinars Developing and presenting live or pre-recorded educational audio/
video material to an online audience.

Promoting Thought Leadership  
on Social Media

Using social networking platforms to promote original thought 
leadership.
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Appendix - Marketing Technique Descriptions
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Providing Assessments  
and/or Consultations

Meetings with prospective clients for a consultation or an 
assessment of their current situation to demonstrate a firm’s 
expertise, establish whether a prospect will be a good fit, and 
determine how the firm can deliver value.

Public Relations 
(Earned Media)

Using news and media outlets to promote major developments 
within the firm. Can also be used to mitigate the effects of bad 
publicity.

Publishing Guest Blogs on 
External Publications

Securing placements and writing content for outside blogs or other 
publications.

Publishing Written Blog Posts  
on Your Website

Producing articles to be published on a firm’s own blog.

Pursuing Industry Award 
Opportunities

Applying for, winning, and showcasing awards won by a firm.

Speaking at Targeted  
Conferences or Events

Securing speaking opportunities and speaking at events on topics 
that are relevant to a firm’s target audience.

Sponsoring Conferences  
or Events

Securing brand visibility at an event, usually for a fee or bartered 
service.

Video Blogging Using video to deliver short educational content to a firm’s blog 
readers.
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Automation Maturity Scale
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Automation Maturity Scale

0 - No Automation No automation is used for this process.

1 - Ad Hoc Most processes are performed manually. No overall automation strategy or budget. Individual initiatives 
only.

2 - Opportunistic Reactive to specific problems as they arise. Limited planning and budgeting. Typically done at a 
department level.

3 - Systematic Proactive approach using specific metrics and targets. Specific strategy and goals. Normally conducted at 
the program level (multiple departments).

4 - Institutionalized Automated processes are a way of life. Accepted and widely used throughout the firm. Formal strategy 
goals and budgets.

5 - Optimized Highest level of automation. Technology automatically adapts and optimizes to changing business needs. 
Strategy is built around this technology.

Automation Processes

General Business Software Word processing, spreadsheets, scheduling calendar

Core Business Software Processes relevant to your industry
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